Ad Tech + Brands on Coronavirus Disinfo Sites:
18-22 May
GDI has studied a selection of conspiracy stories and sites spreading disinformation about the coronavirus.

Conspiracy theories:
- COVID-19 vaccinations will be forced on populations.
- 5G technologies are causing COVID-19.
- COVID-19 was purposefully unleashed for population control.
- COVID-19 is a fake excuse to surveil and trace people.

All stories found on known disinformation sites.
Ad tech serving these ads & funding these stories:

Google  criteo  Value impression

amazon  Quantcast

Teads  infolinks  Taboola

Note: Some of these companies include retargeting and data analytic companies serving the “last mile” for delivering online ads.
Brands funding these sites & stories:
Brand Advertisements

- All of these brands were found on the sites queried.
- Brand ads will vary by anyone’s data footprint & geolocation.
- Screenshots taken from locations in US, UK and Germany.
- Given EU data protections, most ads provide clickable information on the company providing ad.
- This information has been included and/or used to attribute the delivery of an ad to a specific tech company.
- All of this information has been circled at the bottom of each screenshot (where possible).
Retailers Reporting Pushback Against Social Distance Enforcers; Are We Headed for Independence Day 2.0?

BY JOHN BOCH | MAY 07, 2020 | 176 COMMENTS
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California County Launches Snatch-and-Grab Program (And Other Tyrannical Weekly News)
Bill Gates aurait tenté de soudoyer les décideurs nigérians pour voter l'obligation vaccinale contre le COVID-19.
US & German Government ads by Google

A very similar scenario was repeated in Greece whose people are still struggling at the hands of the same treatment meated-out by The European Commission, the IMF and the European Central Bank, collectively known as The Troika.

Now 'The Shock Doctrine' is back with us again – with a vengeance. But this time it’s not just a national shock prescription, but a global one, executed on the concocted premise of a dangerous virus which is purported to have escaped from a laboratory in Wuhan, China, at the turn of the year.

The first move of this latest attempted grand heist has been to get around half the population locked-down in their own homes and induced into a state of fear paralysis. A formula that is activated by the ‘instructed’ mainstream media spreading a panic warning of said virus spooking its way into all avenues of life and causing some form of untreatable sickness.

The effectiveness of this fear-based indoctrination programme has been remarkable. A recent national opinion poll conducted in the UK suggests that more than 60% of the British public – believing what they are hearing and consequently suffering the Covid fear symptoms – do not want the lockdown measures to be lifted or even eased. This might be explained by the fact that the BBC – a masterful spreader of political disinformation – is regarded by many in the UK as ‘god’, followed closely by the Queen, on whose estate the Pitright Institute is housed, a Coronavirus patent is officially registered and a Covid-19 vaccine is being developed.

The tactics currently being deployed rely upon deliberate deception, preplanned social engineering and applied behavioural psychology being trained on great swathes of the world population via a completely compliant media which works hand in hand with a corporate/banker/political cabal whose sights are set on nothing less than totalitarian control of all avenues of human society as well as of the human brain.

For more info: coronavirus.gov

#AloneTogether
Italian Politician Demands Bill Gates Be Arrested For Crimes Against Humanity on Parliament Floor
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“We Need An Army Of Contact Tracers” – Meet The Enforcement Arm Of The “New Normal”
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The Covid Shockdown Doctrine — and How to Beat It
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US Begins To Implement WHO “Contact Tracing” To Forcibly Remove People From Their Homes?
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US Begins To Implement WHO “Contact Tracing” To Forcibly Remove People From Their Homes?
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By Spiro Skouras

This report is a follow-up to one where I cover how Michael Ryan of the WHO stated in a press briefing how the WHO (which is of course in the pocket of Bill Gates) now believes it is time to start removing people from their homes.

I know many people, especially those of you who are in the US, think that could never happen here... well, those are probably the same people who thought just a couple months ago that it would be impossible to lockdown the entire country because people would never put up with it and because we have rights... right? This is being said even as we are ON lockdown.

For those of you who can’t wait for the government to lift the lockdowns, as many states are preparing
Journalists of all descriptions have a vital role to perform at this time. If acting responsibly means getting kicked-out of one's job – so be it – one will at least regain a blissfully clear conscience and win the opportunity to club together with other members of the resistance, to form real and much needed new avenues of independent communication, thereby conveying words of enlightenment rather than being complicit in the further dumbing-down of fellow human beings.

Teachers; stop forcing locked-down children to sit behind computer screens for hours at a time. The harm this is doing far outweighs the value of the teaching and lands parents with the task of acting as psychologists for their own distracted children. This torture must cease, as indeed must all thoughtless compliance with State educational programmes.

To all those who are in any degree enlightened, regardless of what profession, job or other diverse interest one may feel aligned with – now is the time to rally to the cause. The cause of saving families, friends and communities from being enslaved by what has increasingly shown itself to be a despotic, sinister and ruthless cabal fully intent on destroying the rule of law and replacing it with a fascistic police state. It’s no good hiding one’s head in the sand and praying it will never come to this. It already has – and we have to act accordingly.
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No Spike in CCP Virus in Places Reopening, Says Health Secretary

By Jack Phillips | May 17, 2020   Updated: May 17, 2020

There hasn’t been an observed spike in CCP virus cases in areas that have reopened, while some areas that remain shut down have seen an increase in cases, said Health Secretary Alex Azar.
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UK: London EMF Radiation Levels More Than 25 Times The Limit Considered Safe Due To 5G (Video)

Tim Brown / May 7, 2020
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NEWSMAX
- The Senator Who Saw the Coronavirus Coming | National Review
- China’s Claim of No New COVID-19 Cases Is a Lie | National Review
- Alan Dershowitz: States Can 'Absolutely' Mandate Vaccinations
- Poll: Biden Holds 7-Point Lead Over Trump in Arizona
- Biden Hires Former Harris Aide to Help With Latino Outreach
- Top Dem Plans Law to Keep Trump From Firing IGs
- Sen. Schumer: GOP Needs to Speak Up on IG's Firing
- Lindsey Graham Sets Vote to Subpoena Big Names Including Comey, Clapper
- Annie Glenn, Widow of U.S. Sen. John Glenn, Dies at 100

Most Commented Articles
- Blog: Why AG Barr is right about not criminally prosecuting Obama or Biden
  362 comments
- Articles: Media in Panic Mode over Latest Presidential Polls
  297 comments

WLAN in jeder Ecke

Blog: A better name for the COVID-19 masks
219 comments
In the May 14 edition of her Fox News show, Laura Ingraham interviewed Dr. Ivette Lozano, a Texas physician, who was having trouble with a pharmacy that had refused to fill her off-label prescriptions for hydroxychloroquine (HCQ) without submitting to new red tape. It seems the Texas pharmacy board is requiring physicians to reveal patients’ medical diagnoses before allowing pharmacies to dispense HCQ prescriptions.

Dr. Lozano’s pharmacy must have been citing Title 22, Part 15, Chapter 291, Subchapter A, §291.30. However, if one goes to Texas Pharmacy Rules at the
Shemirani was let go from her spot at a local Uckfield radio station because she dared to point out the dangers of 5G and the effects it can have, demonstrating that the effects of people that had coronavirus or COVID-19 were the same kinds of symptoms that people would experience from exposure to 5G that poisons their cells.

- Breaking Mainstream Media Lies About 5G & Coronavirus With UK Nurse Kate Shemirani, RGN INP
- The Truth About Viruses: What They Actually Do Will Expose The Lies Of Coronavirus

Dr. Andrew Kaufman has also observed similarities as well.

- Must See: MIT Medical Doctor Exposes The Lies Of Government & President's Doctors Concerning Coronavirus & Viruses In General (Video)

Dr. Rashid Buttar has also said the same thing.

- Dr Rashid Buttar: The Coronavirus Agenda — What The Mainstream Media Don’t Want You To Know (Video)

There is a plethora of evidence that demonstrates that 5G has not been thoroughly tested and does pose a significant health risk to the population.

- Anti-5G Sentiment Produces Torched Telecom Towers — Educate Yourself On 5G Here & Come To Your Own Conclusions

Already, many activists are targeting 5G towers and masts as a result of the knowledge they have gained.

We also know from history that there have been massive outbreaks of flu like symptoms when new radio frequencies have been introduced in the environment.

- Radio Spectrum Frequencies & Virus Outbreaks — There Is A Correlation

So, the question people need to be asking at this point is: Is their government purposely working with big corporations (fascism) in order to depopulate the people via an “invisible enemy” and are the people going to simply sit down and be cooked to death or stand up and deal with the tyranny?

RELATED: Close Clinton Friend: “I’m Going to Kill Donald Trump” & “I Am Following Orders” (Video)
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